Cities have long made it possible to think about human identity and society. Likewise, the destruction of cities through various means, the consequence of divine wrath or human frailty, has given historical and narrative form to diverse and often opposing values governing ethical conduct, individual desires and collective responsibilities.
Introduction
The appearance of recent disaster films like The Day After Tomorrow (2004) or The Core (2003) and Volcano (1997) parallels what might justifiably be described as a period of remarkable uncertainty in the world. However, observing one or the other catastrophe from the comfort of the cinema or lounge room, audiences today occupy a seat that was This article emphasises the significance of biblical and classical, literary and allegorical sources for moralising about fallen cities as these begin to account for the narratives of disaster films today by engendering expectations that cities have, and will continue to fail -sometimes spectacularly so. It is proposed that over the course of the nineteenth century reflection on the meaning of urban disaster acquired an environmental cast. This was so given the rise of environmental and particularly evolutionary sciences which were to stress the mutual engagement of living creatures and their surroundings and also because, simply, a greater portion of populations in the West came to inhabit cities and suburbs during this period. Subsequently the form of cities, no less so representations of their destruction, have provided a means for thinking about human identity, society and values, the potential for and limitations of human capabilities for manipulating nature. represents a space that is opposed to civilization and must ultimately be confronted and (hopefully) conquered.
Domestic disasters
The remarkable growth of the modern metropolis was, paradoxically, a catalyst for thoughts on humankind's dependence on the natural world and concern arising from disruptions to the orderly fabric of that world wrought by urban expansion itself. Evidence suggests that the increasingly widespread experience of life in Victorian era cities and suburbs, houses and gardens became a vehicle for environmental awareness during a period in which terms such as 'environment' and 'ecology' had only recently been coined. 5 An empirical understanding of the chemical and physical properties and behaviour of the soil allowed for a more nuanced appreciation of the organic properties of what had formerly been merely 'humus'. This was followed by a more complex view of the understanding of the contribution of soil to plant, animal and human nutrition.
Urbanisation brought particular problems like the need to accommodate increased housing densities and rehabilitate farmland and wilderness, wetlands and rubbish yards for building purposes. These brought urban residents into ever closer proximity to sites of potentially dangerous 'exhalations' from the ground or so-called 'dangers from beneath' arising from Mediating between a sense of the body and the rooms and public spaces it might occupy, such observations were paralleled by a more complex understanding of 'atmospheric phenomena' as the century advanced. Of increasing interest were the interactions between topography, temperature and air movement, barometric pressure and humidity, and related physical, magnetic and electrical phenomena. 9 imparted, among other lessons, a heightened sense of connectedness, for better or worse, between cities and their inhabitants based on the climate.
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Literature, whether serving practical aims or obviously fictional ones, heightened the evocative capacity of one or the other of these phenomena. In Esther Copley's Catechism of domestic economy (1851) the sources of death and decay and around the house were many, being: 'whatever occasions bad smells, or in any way vitiates the air, such as stagnant ponds or ditches, privies, dung-heaps, or the neighbourhood of manufactures or trades in which noxious substances are prepared or employed.' 12 Records of public inquiry, often sensationalised in period newspapers, were equally effective in this regard.
They issued amongst other warnings that the houses of the poor, typically built over common sewers or in low-lying areas, were particularly vulnerable in the defensive space of public sanitation and hygiene. Privy's and holes in floor not only allowed sewer gases to enter, but rats -sometimes 'twenty at a time' -forcing residents to maintain a constant vigil.
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This vitality was to prove both a measure of humankind's "interference in the operations of the natural world" as George Perkins Marsh would have it in the 1860's and the force that would reclaim cities after humankind was gone.
Such, supposedly factual accounts not only furthered a sense of the connectedness of nature's departments and humankind's dependence upon them, but fostered a sense of the vitality of both built and natural environments making the boundary between these domains less a fixed, obvious one, but rather a realm of discrimination and discernment.
and illustrates the artist's tour of the metropolis with now iconic images of Victorian grandeur and squalor, scenes characterised by the people living and working in them and by particular ambient qualities which, somehow, impacted upon the inhabitants of these places (Figure 3) . 16 In some literary works the close scrutiny of nature associated with empirical science was itself dramatised.
Doré's portrayal of a city struggling with an excess of humanity is mirrored in reverse by Richard Jefferies' After London, or, Wild England (1885) in which a mysteriously de-populated countryside is found languishing, suffocating under the weight of nature's fecundity and uncontrolled floral growth that reclaims lands that were once inhabited and cared for. Both of these works oppose human culture to nature, representing the city as a domain of both human enterprise and potential neglect and form a remarkable backdrop for recent films of environmental catastrophe which rely on urban settings for a similar effect.
Environmental change and catastrophic risk
Ever since and partly due to representations of the organic character of life in the city, as these became increasingly common from the second half of the 19 th century onwards, observations of the fast pace of change in both natural and built environments found there have been coupled with assessments of risks arising from one or the other of these domains.
Conversely, the communication of danger has relied upon awareness of the pace of change and required means of representing or measuring it (Figure 4) . In terms reminiscent of one, particularly 'scientific' guide to agriculture and home economics from the Victorian era, the things one saw in the suburban house or garden were overshadowed by the innumerable things one failed to detect. These latter, "hidden mysteries" could be only be known by "the results they produce" as the guide's author advised the reader. Notes and r efer ences The photographs used in the figures were taken by the author, unless specified otherwise.
